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combined, washed with the Sujata (9). The knots should
be tied up from the left and consecrated with the
mantra sacred to the Aghora manifestation of the god
Shiva, and dyed with the paste of saffron and sandal by
reading aloud the mantra known as the Purusba Sukta
{id). In the alternative the thread might be coloured
with a composition, of musk, Rochana, camphor, turmeric
and Gairic {yellow clay) pasted together and the knots
should be made to number ten or as many as there
would be the number of strings in it (li). % The in-
terstices between the knots should measure one, two or
four fingers respectively or as much as would be compa-
tible with a decent aspect of the entire combination, the
knots being named as Prakriti (nature). Pourasi (appertain-
ing to the subjective principle of the universe), Beera
(Heroine, or the principle of valour). Aparajita (invincible-
ness), Bijaya (victory) Jaya (gladness of conquest), Ajita,
(unconquerableness), Sadashiva (everblissfulness), Manomani
(the opening up of mind, or the expansion of the intellect),
ahd Sarvamukt (facing all, or omniscience), after the attri-
butes they represent, the eleventh and the succeeding knots
being known as the Suva or the Blissful (12—13).
In the alternative the knots of the sacred thread should
be made to number fifteen, or one for each of the manifes-
tations of the god or in other words the knots of the holy
thread should number as many as there are known revealed
forms of any particular god, whose image would be invested
with the same, the number of knots Jn the case of the
image of Guru or Gana being, seven only (14). Or one
knot should ibe tied for each of the warders or the presiding
deities of the angular quarters of the heaven, and a holy
fbread in*the case of a falic emblem should measure from one
to nine cnbits in length (15). The number of knots in *
hoiy thread of the Bridha class should number twenty
eight in all, the number prescribed for the other two classes

